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Unit Title/Subtheme Family 家庭

Language Chinese

Language Level Novice Low

Class Size 12 students

Student Age Range 14-17 (9th-12th grade)

Time Frame 45 minutes each for four lessons and one 90 minute lesson (field trip)

Essential Question
How is a typical traditional Chinese family different from a typical 
American family?

Unit Objectives

Students Will Be Able To…
• Learn and use basic kinship terms
• Learn and use the terms of common pets
• Describe a family photograph
• Present a family tree based on a fictional family
• Say some common professions
• Ask about and present each other’s family members
• Know and be able to use the following grammar patterns 

correctly and appropriately: 都、也、和、口、只、二／两
• Be introduced to Yin Yu Tang (on website and in person)
• Practice writing select Chinese characters learned in this unit
• Observe and analyze the composition and structure of a 

traditional Chinese house



What is the major focus of each lesson for this unit?
Amount of 

time
for each lesson

Lesson 1
Describing a family photo and learning about family 
members 45 minutes

Lesson 2
Asking about one’s family: How many people do you have in 
your family? 45 minutes

Lesson 3 Asking about one’s family: What do your parents do? 45 minutes

Lesson 4 Preparing for field trip and review 45 minutes

Lesson 5 Field trip to  荫馀堂  at the Peabody Essex Museum
Apprx. 90 
minutes

Lesson Plan: Day One

Lesson Focus Describing a family photo and learning about family members

Time Suggested   45 minutes

Materials needed
Authentic photographs (both American and Chinese families), image 
cards to introduce terms of family members and pets, white board, 
Integrated Chinese (Level I, Part I) textbook

Objectives

Students will be able to...
★  Learn and use basic kinship terms:
爷爷、奶奶、爸爸、妈妈、哥哥、姐姐、弟弟、妹妹

★  Learn and use the terms of common pets: 猫、狗、鱼、鸟
★  Describe a family photograph
★  Ask and present each other’s family members



Opening Routine/
Activities

•    Greetings 
• Teacher presents a family photograph and describes photograph 

using phrases such as: 

        这是谁？                    这是......。
        照片里有......吗？         照片里没有......。

•  Teacher uses image cards to introduce terms of family members 
and common pets and teaches measure word “只” .

Main Learning 
Activities

• Teacher distributes authentic photos of different Chinese/American  
families and splits students into pairs. In pairs, students use the 
format that teacher modeled to describe the photos. 

           这是谁？                 这是......。

        照片里有......吗？      照片里没有......。

• After discussing the given photographs, students ask each other 
about the members of their family using the model:

        你有......吗？            有／没有......。

• Students present each other’s classmates (describing their family 
components) to the rest of the class.

• Going over the Chapter’s text: teacher reads first, and students 
follow. Teacher introduces and explains the lesson’s vocabulary.

• Teacher reiterates the lesson’s vocabulary and grammar pattern by 
asking individual students their family members. The teacher can 
also, after asking one student the composition of his/her family, 
asks the same student to relay and ask another student the same 
question. The process can then be repeated so that one student 
answers a question and asks another student a question until the 
whole class participates. (Teacher can, at the same time, do an 
informal assessment).

Closure

• “Exit ticket” - teacher can choose a question or a small/specific 
task (such as answering a question or using a new grammar pattern 
in a sentence appropriately) for students to do as their “pass” to 
leave the classroom at the end of the period. 



Homework 

 Students are to choose a fictional family from the following (or they 
can choose another if not on the list and get approval from the teacher):

‐ Addams Family; The Simpsons Family (cartoon); The Incredibles; 
The Flintstones; The Berenstain Bears; The Jetsons, etc. 

Students are to create a family tree incorporating the new family 
members vocabulary in Chinese characters. They will then present the 
finished family tree on a mini poster to the rest of the class. 

Assessment & 
Record Keeping

• Teacher uses a small notebook/grade book to keep track of the 
number of times students volunteer to speak. Also, the teacher can 
take notes (mental notes first, then record later) while students are 
in pairs/groups. 

Additional Planning 
Decisions

• Teacher office hours are available. 

Post-Lesson Follow-
ups

• What went well? 
• What needs more work in the next class/ lesson?  
• What activities should I do differently next time? 

Lesson Plan: Day Two

Lesson Focus
Asking about one’s family: How many people do you have in your 
family?

Time Suggested  45 minutes

Materials needed
Homework from students: Family tree presentations, family 
photographs, image cards with vocabulary and family members/pets 
terms, white board, Integrated Chinese (Level I, Part I) textbook 

Objectives

Students will be able to...
★  Present a family tree based on a fictional family
★  Say some common professions
★  Ask and present each other’s family members
★  Learn and use new grammar: 口、二／两



Opening Routine/
Activities

• Greetings

• Teacher briefly reviews yesterday’s lesson

Main Learning 
Activities

• Teacher picks students’ names one by one through “popsicles 
sticks” method (to make sure names are randomly and fairly 
called). Students then come up to present their completed family 
tree individually. Six students will present today and the other six 
will present in the following lesson. (After each student presents, 
others can ask questions.)

• Re-reading text “Looking at a family photo”: students are split into 
pairs. In pairs, students practice reading the dialogue with and to 
each other. Then, students present their dialogues in pairs to the 
rest of the class.

• Teacher takes questions from students and then move on to a new 
dialogue today: “Asking about one’s family.” Teacher reads and 
goes over the text and students repeat. 

• Teacher goes over grammar points: 口、二／两

  “你家有几口人？” and talks about the difference between 二 and  
两 while providing examples.

Closure

• Teacher sums up the day’s lesson.

• “Exit ticket” - teacher can choose a question or a small/specific 
task (such as answering a question or using a new grammar pattern 
in a sentence appropriately) for students to do as their “pass” to 
leave the classroom at the end of the period. 



Homework 

Students are to go on our class website at www.lingtlanguage.com/xu . 
Looking at the photo (The Brady Bunch Family) and listening to the 
prompts, students are to answer questions orally and record their 
answers online (in Chinese) based on the photo. Students are allowed 
to search for information online on The Brady Bunch Family if they 
are not familiar with the show.  Questions include:

1) Brady Bunch 家有几口人？

2) 他们是中国人还是美国人？

3) 爸爸和妈妈叫什么名字？

4)他们有几个儿子？

5)他们有几个女儿？

6)Anything else you want to add? (Students can talk about their jobs, 
what the youngest sibling’s name is, etc.)

Assessment & 
Record Keeping

• Teacher uses a small notebook/grade book to keep track of the 
number of times students volunteer to speak. Also, the teacher can 
take notes (sometimes mental notes first, then record later) while 
students are in pairs/groups. 

Additional Planning 
Decisions

• Teacher office hours available. 

Post-Lesson Follow-
ups

✴ Note: www.lingtlanguage.com offers a great way for the teacher to 
give direct and instant feedback (both written and oral) to students. 
Corrections will be automatically sent to students’ inboxes.

Lesson Plan: Day Three

Lesson Focus Asking about one’s family: What do your parents do?

Time Suggested 45 minutes

Materials needed
Homework from students: Family tree presentations, occupations 
handout, PPT with review questions, Integrated Chinese (Level I, Part 
I) textbook

http://www.lingtlanguage.com/xu
http://www.lingtlanguage.com/xu
http://www.lingtlanguage.com
http://www.lingtlanguage.com


Objectives

Students will be able to...

★ Describe professions of their own parents professions

★ Ask about and present the professions of a classmate’s parents

★ Know and be able to use the following grammar patterns correctly 
and appropriately: 都、也、和

Opening Routine/
Activities

• Greetings

• Teacher briefly reviews yesterday’s lesson

Main Learning 
Activities

• The next six students present their family tree. The rest of the 
class can ask questions once the individual presentation is over.

• Teacher uses PPT to review the following: 口／个／两／二／只

- Students get about 10 questions on the PPT, one question presented 
at a time, and students are to hit the “buzz button” in front to fill in 
the blank:

Sample questions:

1) 我家有三___狗。

2) 小明家有六___人。

3) 大哥、___哥、和三哥都喜欢吃中国菜。

4) 我有四___姐姐。

5) 我有___只猫。

• Teacher leads the reading for text: “Asking about one’s family” 
and students follow.

• Teacher explains grammar points: 都、也、和 

• Students are split into pairs and receive a handout on occupations 
(teacher provides a handout that lists occupations other than the 
limited ones in the textbook. Students can use this as a reference 
and find occupations that are relevant to them/their parents). 

• As a game, students are split into two teams. They will compete 
against each other and using the occupations sheet as a reference, 
students on each team can either act out (Charades), draw out 
(Pictionary), or describe in Chinese of what the occupation is for 
their teammates to guess. 



Closure

• Teacher sums up the day’s lesson.

• “Exit ticket” - teacher can choose a question or a small/specific 
task (such as answering a question or using a new grammar 
pattern in a sentence appropriately) for students to do as their 
“pass” to leave the classroom at the end of the period. 

Homework Teacher assigns homework from the workbook (practicing listening 
skills with recording and writing Chinese characters).

Assessment & Record 
Keeping

• Vocabulary game

• Teacher uses a small notebook/grade book to keep track of the 
number of times students volunteer to speak. Also, the teacher can 
take notes (sometimes mental notes first, then record later) while 
students are in pairs/groups. 

Additional Planning 
Decisions

• Teacher office hours available. 

Post-Lesson Follow-
ups

• What went well? 
• What needs more work in the next class/ lesson?  
• What activities should I do differently next time? 

Lesson Plan: Day Four

Lesson Focus Preparing for field trip and review

Time Suggested 45 minutes

Materials needed
Students’ homework, Integrated Chinese (Level I, Part I) textbook and 
workbook, 荫馀堂 Yin Yu Tang DVD, mini white dry-erase boards, 
dry-erase markers, worksheet (summative paragraph), 荫馀堂 website: 
http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html

Objectives

Students will be able to...

★ Be introduced to Yin Yu Tang through the DVD

★ Practice writing select Chinese characters learned in this unit

http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html
http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html


Opening Routine/
Activities

• Greetings

• Teacher briefly reviews yesterday’s lesson

Main Learning 
Activities

• Teacher distributes the white dry-erase boards and dry-erase pens. 
Students practice writing down the correct Chinese characters and 
show them to the teacher as soon as he/she completes it (teacher 
walks around and checks for understanding). The characters need 
to be written “appropriately” (legibly) and be provided with the 
correct pinyin in order to get a point. Students collect a point each 
time the answer is both correct and is written in the shortest 
amount of time. 

• Students are given a handout with a written paragraph. The 
paragraph has missing blanks. Students are to, in pairs, discuss the 
answers for about 1 minute and fill in the blanks for about 4 
minutes. This is a summative paragraph:

“你好，我姓____, 我叫___________。 我是____学生。 我家有    

___口人，___________________和我。这是我家人的照片。这是

我爸爸，这是我妈妈，这个人是我_________......。我爸爸是

________，妈妈是_______。__________是......。”

• Students present their written paragraph orally.

• Teacher transitions to briefly introducing 荫馀堂, the purpose of 
getting to know 荫馀堂 (Chinese family and house structure), and 
shows a DVD (19 minutes long). 

• In a large group, the class discusses what they see... (open ended). 
The teacher also has prompts/discussion questions prepared.

• Teacher makes announcements for the field trip tomorrow and 
distributes homework.

Closure

• Teacher sums up the day’s lesson.

• “Exit ticket” - teacher can choose a question or a small/specific 
task (such as answering a question or using a new grammar pattern 
in a sentence appropriately) for students to do as their “pass” to 
leave the classroom at the end of the period. 



Homework 

Students go online and completes 荫馀堂 worksheet based on the 
information found that website: http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/
house/base.html. Homework instructions and questions are listed 
below:

Orientation
1) What family lived in this house?

2) Where is Huang Cun located?

3) Where is Huizhou located and what is it known for?

4) What is the “sky well” and whatʼs it for?

Construction 
5) What is the first and most important step in traditional 
Chinese architecture?

6) What are the “three ingredients” of a fortunate household?

7) In Chinese “chopsticks” is a homonym for....?

8) How does the design of tiled roof suit the Chinese idea of 
water? 

Ornamentation
10) Whatʼs special about the lattice windows?

11) Why were newspapers used on the walls?

Belongings
13) What is the purpose of the genealogy plaque?

14) How is a traditional Chinese bed different from a Western 
one?

15) Whatʼs a “childminder”? Did it make you... chuckle when you
read about it?

16) Name at least five belongings in this family...

Preservation
17) How many years has the Huang family lived here?

http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html
http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html
http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html
http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html


Assessment & 
Record Keeping

• Mini dry-erase boards writing

• Group discussions

• Teacher takes notes (mental & written)

Additional Planning 
Decisions

• Teacher office hours available. 

Post-Lesson Follow-
ups

• What went well? 
• What needs more work in the next class/ lesson?  
• What activities should I do differently next time? 

Lesson Plan: Day Five

Lesson Focus Field trip to  荫馀堂  at the Peabody Essex Museum

Time Suggested  90 minutes

Materials needed
Students bring their completed worksheet for homework, small writing 
pad and a pencil 

Objectives

Students will be able to...

★ Experience and visit the 荫馀堂  at the Peabody Essex Museum

★ Observe and analyze the composition and structure of a traditional 
Chinese house

Opening Routine/
Activities

• On the car ride to the museum, teacher can have casual, open-
ended prompts to get students to start thinking of the visit. At the 
same time, the teacher can also go around and have students share 
what they found on the website (for homework).

• Teacher talks about the Do’s and Don’ts for this visit



Main Learning 
Activities

• The group spends about one hour in 荫馀堂 Chinese house: 

• The students first listen to the individual guided tour (for about 
25 minutes. Students listen to the introduction of and 
explanation for the various artifacts, structures, and furniture in 
the house according to pre-recorded, individual recorder. 

• For the next 20 minutes, the teacher gives a more thorough tour 
of the house and asks questions for students to interpret, such 
as :

• What do you think _____ is used for and why?

• Based on what you know of their lives back then, why do 
you think _____ arrangement or construction makes sense?

• What item or construction would you like more 
clarification/explanation on?

• “Find and name one item of this house that symbolizes 
peace and harmony.

• The teacher then takes about 10 minutes to answer students’ 
questions. 

• For about 5 minutes, students are just to find a spot in the 
house, sit or stand quietly and reflect on what they see/saw in 
silence. They can take notes.

• Students then spend the rest of the time (about 30 minutes) to walk 
around and peruse the Asian artifacts and crafts exhibits.

Closure  The teacher can ask open-ended questions on the car ride back, asking 
them in general if they had anything they would like to share.



Homework 

Reflection writing: Students are to choose and write about three things 
they saw/experienced in the Chinese house that were the same as if 
they would find/experience in an American house. They are then to 
choose and write about three things they saw/experienced that indicate 
the differences between a traditional Chinese house and those of the 
American house. They also need to write about one thing that surprised 
them or something that left a deep impression. 

‐ Minimum 2 pages, double-spaced. (Ask them to support their points 
with as much details as possible).

‐ This writing is done in English as they do not yet have the language 
skills to perform this task in Chinese. 

Additional Planning 
Decisions

• Teacher office hours available. 

Post-Lesson Follow-
ups

• What went well? 
• What needs more work in the next class/ lesson?  
• What activities should I do differently next time? 



Culminating Assessment

Aside from the daily assessments (informal and formal), I plan to incorporate a formal 
assessment at the end of the unit. My usual daily assessments include pair work, large group/
class discussions, homework/project presentations, and more. I also believe that the final 
assessment should be in the format that students are familiar with and are able to prepare for. 

The final assessment for this unit will be for students, in pairs, to write a dialogue 
between two people, at least eight lines per person. (*note: “你好!” itself cannot count as a 
line). The dialogue must include the vocabulary and grammar from this unit and can include 
previously learned ones as well. The dialogue must be written in Chinese characters only, and 
they have to present/act out their dialogue as the final assessment. The final rubrics is described 
below:

Content 
(length and fluency)

15%

Vocabulary and Grammar 
(used correctly and appropriately)

25%

Character Writing 
(legibility and refinement )

20%

Pronunciation 25%

Teamwork 12%

Creativity 3%

Total 100%



End of Unit Performance Tasks

Interpretive tasks:

♦ Students listen to their classmates’ family tree presentations and asks questions. 

♦ The www.lingtlanguage.com homework provides students a way to interpret a family 
photograph, listen to the prompts, and answer their questions orally as a recording. 

♦ Through fill-in-the-blanks questions in written form, students review and practice learned 
vocabulary in class.

♦ Students completes worksheet based on the website: http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/
house/base.html before visiting 荫馀堂 and during the actual visit, students observe and 
interpret what they see through the various prompts given. 

♦ Post-荫馀堂 visit, students are asked to write a 2-page reflection paper on their experience 
to the museum. Students will analyze, compare, and contrast different cultural practices 
between a Chinese and American home. 

Interpersonal tasks:

♦ Both in pairs and in large group settings, students ask each other questions to find out 
information (e.g., “How many people are in your family?” “What do your parents do?”) and 
practice reading the dialogues in textbook.

♦ Through playing vocabulary games (Charades, Pictionary, describing in Chinese), students 
show what they know (and what they need to review more).

♦ Before, during, and after visiting 荫馀堂, students get various chances to discuss what they 
see with their classmates. 

Presentational tasks:

♦ Students research (written) and presents (oral) a family tree of a particular fictional family 
while incorporating newly learned kinship terms. 

♦ After discussing in pairs or small groups, students present their findings (e.g., their partner’s 
family components, what their parents’ occupations are, etc.)

♦ Students practice writing Chinese characters on the mini dry-erase white boards per the 
teacher’s prompt. They then raise the boards to show the teacher as soon as they have 
finished writing the character(s).

http://www.lingtlanguage.com
http://www.lingtlanguage.com
http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html
http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html
http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html
http://www.pem.org/sites/yinyutang/house/base.html


End of Unit Standards

The 5 “C’s” (How can students demonstrate what they have learned in addition to 
Communication, i.e.  Culture, Comparisons, Connections & Communities?)

Throughout this thematic unit, students will continue to consider the essential question: “How is 
a typical traditional Chinese family different from a typical American family?” Students will, in 
their daily lessons and activities, be immersed in a constant process of the five standards. Below 
are the examples in this unit that demonstrate the 5C standards aside from Communication.

Culture: 
- Visiting the authentic Chinese house 荫馀堂
- Understanding the roles of different family members in a Chinese family 

Comparisons: (Comparing and contrasting Chinese and American......)
- House structure/architecture 
- The make up of families (both in terms of kinship terms and in terms of family size)
- The typical occupations 
- The idea of pets being part of a family
- Order when naming family members (in Chinese, usually start with the oldest male)
- Names and surnames

Connections: 
- Deepening understanding of art (such as in the form of architecture)
- terms/family tree

Communities: 
- Learning about Huang Cun (the village where 荫馀堂 came from) 
- Deepening understanding of students’ own community (including one’s own family)


